SMABY PEACEBUILDING SYMPOSIUM

DAY 1 SCHEDULE - JUNE 24

The unlabeled times between events will be dedicated to audience breaks/transition.

8:30 - 9:00  Welcome
9:00 - 10:00 Keynote & Response: Dr. Fania Davis &
              Dr. Talaya Tolefree
10:30 - 12:00 Presentation by Steinar Bryn & Veton Zekoli
12:00 - 12:30 Lunch Break
12:45 - 1:45  Hunter Johnson & Joe Piscatella w/Daniel Bergin
2:00 - 3:15  Presentation by Joi Lewis & Dr. Brittany Lewis
4:00 - 5:00  D.A. Bullock & Patience Zalanga w/Tia Gardner
5:00 - 5:15  Closing Remarks
SMABY PEACEBUILDING SYMPOSIUM

DAY 2 SCHEDULE - JUNE 25

The unlabeled times between events will be dedicated to audience breaks/transition.

8:45 - 9:00 Welcome
9:00 - 10:15 Discussion w/ Thandi Matthews & Faiza Mahamud
10:45 - 12:30 Group: UR Action Workshop
11:00 - 12:30 Group: Marnita's Table Workshop
12:30 - 1:00 Lunch Break
1:15 - 2:15 Presentation by Henrik Syse
2:30 - 3:30 Local Youth Response to George Floyd
4:00 - 5:00 Nonviolent Peaceforce
5:00 - 5:30 Closing Remarks w/Associate Dean Squires